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increasing the computational speed of large databases of text content in order to maximize
performance and help analysts perform data mining and data mining workloads. the adaptive

interlocked state technology provides a mechanism to support the cpu cores to be initially
throttled, resulting in an increase in overall performance. the on-demand feature on power6,
power7 and power8 provides a cost-effective solution for short-term, unpredictable workload
demands. the on demand feature provides a flexible, dynamic and flexible way to help assure

that adequate server performance is available as needed. the on-demand functionality
empowers customers to purchase additional processor time on an as-needed, real time basis. the

cpu usage is also measured in processor minute increments. the on demand feature on the
current power7 series systems allows for a cost effective method of processor activation. the on

demand feature provides a flexible, dynamic and flexible method of helping assure adequate
server performance is available as needed. the on demand feature can be configured to request

one or two processor core increments and up to 4 gb of memory. the on demand feature also
enables cpu utilization to be measured in minute increments to provide a close and real time
measurement of the current server workload. the on demand feature on the current power7

series allows for a cost effective method of processor activation. the on demand feature provides
a flexible, dynamic and flexible method of helping assure adequate server performance is

available as needed. the on demand feature can be configured to request one or two processor
core increments and up to 4 gb of memory.
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